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About This Game

Le Grande Story:
The border of the universe is some serious stuff, they protect it much more seriously than the tavern in Krivodanovka. It's no

secret that the border of the universe is protected more seriously than anything inside it! After all, the parallel worlds begin, the
mischief goes all the way. So, you will protect this border, or so you thought. Aha, not a chance! You will play the LEGS from

another dimension, no less. They are so huge they could have galactic lords for lunch if they'd want to! They've decided to cross
the line of the universe and nobody stops 'em. What for? Who the heck knows, maybe it's just out of curiousity what's all this

guard about. Well, in general, we'll see in the game who will win!

Contents:
- 6 bosses

- 16 procedurally combined appendage types
- 4 different enemy classes with 6 stackable abilities

- 15 in-game achievements
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This is one of the most absurd games of all time. You're a pair of legs... with slots to mount guns and shields and regen
powerups. That said, it's the most absurd game. Ok, maybe not the MOST absurd game, but it's on the absird game list.

I was not compensated for this review. But if you want o compensate me, you may.. This is one of the most absurd games of all
time. You're a pair of legs... with slots to mount guns and shields and regen powerups. That said, it's the most absurd game. Ok,
maybe not the MOST absurd game, but it's on the absird game list.

I was not compensated for this review. But if you want o compensate me, you may.. This is one of the most absurd games of all
time. You're a pair of legs... with slots to mount guns and shields and regen powerups. That said, it's the most absurd game. Ok,
maybe not the MOST absurd game, but it's on the absird game list.

I was not compensated for this review. But if you want o compensate me, you may.. This game is the best game about giant legs
that I have ever played! Once you have a clingy weapon which is enemy seeking in your inventory and a regenner which heals
you, you can easily wait patiently for hours at the beginning of the game while you store up resources to annihilate the rest of
the enemies in the game. Just remember that the clingy shots are useless on the 5th boss where you have to target the red postal
flag at the top and the clingy shots will just end up healing it.

For achievement hunters out there like me this one is an easy enough 100% as long as you don't mind spending some time
crushing puny mortals for awhile to get your stomp count up to 300.

When playing this game I could not help but be reminded of Duke's mighty foot from Duke Nukem 3D...

Despite my energy counter at the bottom of the screen being missing in action the game is exactly what you might expect it to
be frome watching the video. Enjoy!!!. This game is the best game about giant legs that I have ever played! Once you have a
clingy weapon which is enemy seeking in your inventory and a regenner which heals you, you can easily wait patiently for hours
at the beginning of the game while you store up resources to annihilate the rest of the enemies in the game. Just remember that
the clingy shots are useless on the 5th boss where you have to target the red postal flag at the top and the clingy shots will just
end up healing it.

For achievement hunters out there like me this one is an easy enough 100% as long as you don't mind spending some time
crushing puny mortals for awhile to get your stomp count up to 300.

When playing this game I could not help but be reminded of Duke's mighty foot from Duke Nukem 3D...

Despite my energy counter at the bottom of the screen being missing in action the game is exactly what you might expect it to
be frome watching the video. Enjoy!!!
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